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Pulled Pork Sandwich!
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a Southern style seasoned rub you won’t
find any where else! Cooked and smoked
for 10 hours, Lonnie‘s homemade original
savory BBQ sauce, piled on a toasted bun,
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W

hen some believe dealing drugs is a comfortable occupation
between jobs, it can be determined there are flaws in the
economic systems of our country.
The idea of quick money draws some in like a moth to a light.
When these people are college students, this country has to ask itself
why students are spending so much on an education that breaking
the law seems like a logical mode of income. If drug use is the main
concern, then the question of how much pressure does college put on
a student needs to be raised. When a student needs cocaine just to get
through classes, maybe the problem isn’t with the students themselves.
In this issue, readers will be able to dive into the lives of two former
drug dealers who also happen to be students of Eastern. Readers will
learn about the risks taken, how the drugs were obtained and the
reasons the former dealers got out.
While the two students talked about and interviewed are former
dealers, there are others who are still dealing. If this country wants to
see change, maybe we should stop looking at drugs at face value and
instead be looking at why people turn to drugs, whether it’s using or
selling them.

A bout The Easterner
Our Mission: The mission of The Easterner is to inform the students, faculty,
staff and nearby residents of Eastern Washington University of the governance,
activities and views of the campus while providing a learning environment for
students interested in journalism and related fields. Our main goal is to publish
high-quality news content to the community of Eastern Washington University.

BUSINESS AND HOUSING GUIDE
The Easterner’s annual

Housing & Business Guide
is a first of its kind special
publication that serves as a
direct reference for students who
are continuously searching for
answers to their next need. This
is the chance for businesses in
the Cheney area to showcase the
products and services that they
offer in a more focused light. The
Housing & Business Guide will
be distributed at arms reach of
15,000 college students during
the last week of February.

Circulation: The Easterner publishes a weekly print version as well as web
content during the week http://www.easterneronline.com. The Easterner is
distributed throughout the Cheney campus and business district as well as
Riverpoint and various Spokane businesses. If you would like The Easterner to be
distributed at your business call the Advertising Department at 509-359-7010.
Address | The Easterner EWU, Isle Hall 102 Cheney, WA 99004
News Line | tip: (509) 359-6270 — general office: (509) 359-6737
Advertising | call: (509) 359-6270 — fax: (509) 359-7010
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News
VCD seniors’ design chosen for STA
Students created the Ridealongs as part of their senior capstone
By Devante Gaillard | contributing writer

A

group of EWU students had their senior capstone project for Visual Communication Design (VCD) from the
2015 Spring Quarter chosen as the new courtesy campaign for Spokane Transit Authority.
The campaign features blob-type characters called the Ridealongs with vibrant
colors giving friendly reminders of Spokane
Transit rules.
Six teams were given ten weeks to design
their own take on the courtesy campaign.
Following presentations from each group,
one was chosen to be the winner and the
design used for the campaign. The winning
group was Ashley Teel, Cassandra Baden,
Audrey Carter and Bryn McAllister.
The Ridealongs’ design aims to be unlike
anything featured on the buses before, according
to Teel. “No one likes the rules; they’re boring.
Which is why they’re often ignored,” Teel said.

Teel said her team wanted to downplay
the authoritativeness of the rules in an effort
to make them fun and approachable.
The design team wanted to feature e-cigarettes as part of the no smoking posters.
“Patrons honestly may not be aware that
their use is prohibited on the buses, just like
traditional tobacco products,” Teel said.
This is not the first instance of Eastern
VCD students gaining experience through their
senior capstone. “Our capstone always works
with community partners on projects,” said
Mindy Breen, VCD program director at Eastern
and overseer of the spring capstone project.
Breen said EWU VCD students
have worked on a bevy of previous projects involved with the community like
Toolbox product incubators, Airway
Heights Department of Corrections and
HarvestScape urban greenhouses. “We like

Meet the Ridealongs

Graphic Designers
Linlin Xing
Rebecca Savinski
Copy Editors
Rachael Pickard
Jessica Miklas
Staff Writers
Joe Matthews
Riley Baker
Kalli Wolf
Chris Mudd
Rosie Perry
Grace Pohl
Photographers
Karissa Berg
Melanie Flint
Social Media Director
Bailey Baer
Distributor
Kate Magie
Sonya Borgman
Staff Adviser
Jeff Bunch

to work with our community [so] the students
can give back,” Breen said.
Spokane Transit was eager to launch its
new campaign. “This campaign is important to not only our riders, but also to our
downtown neighbors and non-riders,” said
Beth Bousley, director of Communications
and Customer Service at Spokane Transit.
Current EWU senior and avid bus rider
Keylin Huddleston said he supports the
refreshed rules. He also offered a way to be
more courteous on the bus. “I’d like to see
them do something about people standing in
the way of the door though,” Huddleston said.
Rules for carts and strollers blocking the aisles
exist on Spokane Transit’s code of conduct, but
there is nothing about patrons standing in the way
of the door, according to their rules of conduct.
Bousley said the launch is slated for the
end of January 2016.

Concept art shows early designs of the Ridealongs | contributed by Ashley Teel
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News

Pride Center hosts Welcoming Project Ally Training
By Kalli Wolf | staff writer

T

he Welcoming Project Ally Training is a workshop put
on by the Pride Center at EWU every quarter that is
open to all students, faculty and staff.
According to Pride Center manager Nick Franco, the
training essentially provides 101-type information about LGBT
communities, how to support them and strategies for responding
to situations, such as when someone comes out or tells a person
they have been experiencing bullying. The goal is to provide all
students, specifically LGBT, with visible people in areas and
offices throughout campus that they know they can talk to if
they are experiencing bullying or just need some support.
Franco began his role as Pride Center manager three
months ago. He said Welcoming Project Ally trainings have
been around for about three years with at least one per quarter.
Student employee at the Pride Center senior Bethany Mies
said some people on campus might want to support the LGBT
community, or make sure all students are as comfortable and
safe as possible, but not know how.
“They might feel uncomfortable in situations with homophobia and not know how to helpfully proceed. Welcoming
Project Ally Training aspires to meet people where they are at
and give them the skills and tools to recognize and respond to
these situations,” she said. “The more people who want to help
and know how to help, the safer and more comfortable EWU
will be for everyone.”
According to Franco, the last training was planned to take
place during gender awareness week but was cancelled due
to poor attendance. He said a lot of people cancelled over the
weekend and there is a need for at least five participants due
to the activities planned. However, 15-plus people have already
RSVP’d for the next one, which is scheduled for Jan. 27 and
will take place from 3-6 p.m. in Monroe Hall 205.
“I have done, on a smaller scale, Welcoming Project Ally
trainings for individual groups,” Franco said, despite being
fairly new to the role of Pride Center manager. He said there
are also Welcoming Project Ally trainings that take place when
different departments or programs on campus are interested
in participating in the workshops during staff meetings and
contact the Pride Center directly.
The training consists of LGBT terminology, which Franco
says people usually like to take the longest on because there
are typically new terms or concepts every year, such as the
difference between sexual orientation and romantic orientation
or transgender and transsexual.
The training also reviews current statistics of LGBT youth,
such as their representation as homeless youth across the
nation. “Part of this is because when they come out to their
parents they are kicked out of their homes,” Franco said.
According to Franco, there is at least one interactive activity
during the workshop aimed to allow participants to reflect
on who they are as a person. One particular activity is called
“Step-In and Step-Out.” Franco said the activity starts out with
easy questions, in the nature of if you identify as a woman or
straight, and gets progressively harder, such as if you have ever
been bullied due to your sexual orientation or know of someone

Graphic by Rebecca Savinski
who has committed suicide as a result of that. When asked
these questions, attendees step inside the circle for yes and
outside the circle for no. “It really helps open up the group to
trust each other,” Franco said.
Typically, Welcoming Project Ally trainings held on
campus are aimed particularly for those affiliated with
Eastern, but occasionally Franco will make exceptions for
those who attend other schools in the Spokane area and
are interested in attending. However, in terms of time and
resources, Franco said it is generally just EWU participants.
“I hope other students, faculty and staff who participate
gain a good sense of balance in terms of speaking out about
issues. We need allies to stand behind us and support us and to
feel comfortable using ally skills and tools to do so skillfully,”
said Mies. “It is vitally important.”
The Pride Center is open to all students and is not
designed explicitly for people who identify as LGBT. The
center is open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Franco said he or a student employee is always there. “We
see students just reading a book, some students take naps,

some students are doing their homework or just engaged in
conversation,” Franco said.
Students wanting to get involved are always welcome at
the Pride Center, as long as they are supportive of the LGBT
community. Franco said the Eagle Pride student group also has
meetings every Thursday from 4-5 p.m. at the Pride Center. All
students are welcome and do not have to sign up as members.
“We have a lot of different programs that we are going to be
offering this quarter and in spring that I think are going to be
really fun. Even if you don’t know anything about the community or anything like that, I think that you would still find a
meaning or still have a good time,” said Franco, and added he
really hopes more students go through the Welcoming Project
Ally Training.

Students can visit the Pride Center located in
Showalter Hall 103 for more information on how to
get involved.
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News

Local nightclub closes down after renovations
By Kristi Lucchetta | contributing writer

Asylum owner closes due to debt | Photos by Karissa Berg

A

sylum, the newly remodeled Cheney bar formerly known
as Goofy’s, is closed after reopening on Sept. 4, 2015.
Julius Tepp, owner of Asylum, said he put thousands of dollars into renovations, with much more to complete.
“Renovating and opening the bar put me in debt. My IRA now has
33 cents in it, and I’m $23,000 in credit card debt,” Tepp said.
Tepp bought the bar in January 2015, while it was still
known as Goofy’s. “I went on a whim. I’m a project guy, so my
wife encouraged me to take on a new project,” Tepp said.
The inspiration for the remodel came from the style of
Goofy’s back in the 1970s. “It was the happening bar,” said Tepp.
“The loft upstairs was open, and it was the bar to go to.”
While the new business owner and once contractor was
waiting eight weeks for the liquor license, he did some minor
renovations such as painting and tearing up the carpet.
“[Goofy’s was] still struggling. It was a dive bar that nobody
went into because it was disgusting,” Tepp said.
Asylum opened as a nightclub and bar with limited food,
including pizza and nachos. Tepp said the new basement they
recently finished was an intimate space with a pool table, service
bar and a placeholder for poker.
While Tepp was in college he worked at a bar. “I tended
bar back in my 20’s and was a backup manager, but other than
that, that was my only experience,” said Tepp. “There were many
underlying costs and odds and ends I did not realize.”
The state of Washington’s tax system for businesses makes it
difficult to stay afloat, according to Tepp. “You have to subsidize
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every month, and when you aren’t making enough for those subsidies, then those additional costs become overwhelming,” he said.
He described how slow months, such as when students are
on break, put losses on the businesses in Cheney. “Businesses
who are well-established and have the necessary amount of
money to cover those months can survive the slow months,” said
Tepp. “We would have had that necessary money if we had been
in business for a couple years.”
“Turns out the only way to make it as
a little guy in Washington is to lie and
cheat,” The Asylum Facebook page stated.
Tepp’s original budget for the bar was
$11,800 a month to keep the doors open
and a third of all gross receipts went into
inventory alone.
He admitted if he could do it all over again
he would not do all the renovations at once.
He would do them at a slower pace so he could
afford to subsidize. “I didn’t expect it was going
to cost that much to subsidize each month,”
Tepp said.
Although Tepp said he had a lot of fun owning the bar, he
said he had no plans to open another. “[The] bar business isn’t
for me,” he said. “Mainly because I am not a people person. I do
data analysis; I crunch numbers.”
The majority of Asylum’s clientele were EWU students,
according to Tepp.

“

“I loved the students, I loved talking with them, with their
open minds and raising discussions,” said Tepp. “I’m really going
to miss the regular ones. They were all good kids.”
Tepp has had several people interested in buying the
building, but so far it has not sold. “Whoever buys it has
everything they need for a bar to operate that will last a long
time. The new compressor will last them years, and they
won’t have to put much money into it,” Tepp said.

Businesses who are wellestablished and have the necessary
amount of money to cover those
months can survive the slow months
Julius Tepp | Asylum owner

Some students are curious what kind of business will
replace Asylum. “I thought it was cool, there was a new club
scene in Cheney, other than The Basement,” EWU senior
Hailey Bettendorf said. “I am just wondering what they will
put in there next.”

News

Study rooms locked in library
Certain carrels unavailable to undergrads looking to study
By Brad Brown | contributing writer

EWU Police offer
Critical Incident
Training
By Jaclyn Archer | contributing writer

O

Illustration by Linlin Xing

T

he library provides
services for students and
faculty alike; however, one service that has raised
confusion among students is the
individual study rooms labeled
“Study Carrel.”
Located throughout the
library are nine small, quiet
rooms, curiously locked to all
students trying to enter. What’s
the deal?
These carrels are assigned
for single faculty members and
graduate students currently
preparing their thesis or graduate
research projects. Circulation
staff member Elizabeth Malia
said she assigns the rooms on a
quarterly basis and appoints up
to three people to each carrel.
Available for renewal up to one
full academic year, undergraduate

students have little to no chance
of ever using these rooms.
Carrel policy allows access
to these rooms in a descending order of priority. Faculty
members get the first opportunity
to claim a room. Following them
are grad students, who typically
fill the remaining spots.
In the rare event rooms
go unclaimed, undergraduate
students are given the opportunity to apply for a carrel.
Room assignments may be
issued to undergraduate students
with academic-related needs,
like research projects requiring many library resources.
Undergraduates can be assigned
a room for up to one quarter,
with no renewals.
“Carrels are intended for
research, not just studying, and

that’s how faculty use them,”
Malia said.
Also located throughout
the library are nine additional,
single-student carrels open to
anyone on a first come, first
served basis. “About four years
ago, it was decided that because
of high demand for study rooms
for single patrons, we would
open up half of the carrels
and make them permanently
available,” Malia said.
This meant faculty members
who had solo carrels had to
double and triple up in order to
make nine carrels available just
like the other study rooms.
Carrel assignments that
are infrequently used may be
revoked and assigned to the next
person on the waiting list.

n Jan. 28 the EWU
Police will sponsor
Critical Incident
Training for students, faculty
and staff who wish to learn
how to appropriately respond to
an active shooter situation.
The training will take place
from 3-5 p.m. in room 213E of
the Digital Archives Building.
“We talk about historical
perspectives and case studies
of incidents, specific to active
shooter situations on campus,”
said Director of Public Safety
and EWU Police Chief Tim
Walters. “We’re specific to who
the real first responders are,
and that’s the people who are
real close proximity when the
shooting starts.”
Walters said the training
covers details such as how to
find exits, the fastest way to
get away from the shooter and
what to do if the shooter is in
your area.
The training, which is
derived from the best practices
of the Office of Homeland
Security and Department of
Justice, is open to everyone but
Walters said it is especially important for teachers to attend.
“We want to get to as many
faculty members as possible because,
in the classroom, they really are the
leaders,” Walters said.
Approximately three-quarters of the 50 to 70 people who
attend each session are faculty
and staff, including facility
managers and other non-professors, according to Walters.
However, “basic training” is
offered as a part of freshman
orientation and the EWU
Police accept invitations to offer

training to various classes and
departments around Eastern.
“We’re about the campus more
outside of this classroom setting,”
said Walters. “We try and avail
ourselves as much as possible. We
know that faculty members and
students are busy during many of
the periods we train.”
While the training has not led
to many arrests, Walters said it
promotes a culture of awareness.
“One of the big things we’ve
seen and one of the things we
really focus on in the training
is, ‘If you see something, say
something,’ and we’ve gotten
calls where people have seen
something suspicious or out of
the ordinary,” said Walters. “If
they see something, they do
call us. … The awareness piece
is really what we’re after.”
Eastern began providing
critical incident training after
the April 16, 2007, shooting at
Virginia Tech that claimed 33
lives. Fall 2015, the EWU Police
decided to begin offering the
training at least once a quarter.
“We haven’t had anything
rise to this critical level, but
our view is that we want to
be prepared, and we also have
to acknowledge that it could
happen here,” said Walters.
“This training is very
important and critical. … Not
only is the training specific
to the university setting, but
no matter where [students] are
in the world,” said Walters.
“We’ve had shootings in theaters, schools, concert venues,
at intersections. … the tips and
info we provide will help them
in those scenarios as well.
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ASEWU introduces new legislative EagleSync page
By Kalli Wolf | staff writer

A

SEWU is introducing a new
EagleSync page that will allow students to stay up to date on changes
in the Washington state college experience at
the legislative level.
“We are trying to get as many students
involved in the legislative session this year
that we can. In the past we haven’t been
as successful; there have been some spurts
depending on what legislation is happening,”
Carlos Hernandez, ASEWU Legislative Affairs
Representative, said.
According to Hernandez, the goal is for
students’ voices to be heard through the page.
It will allow students who are unaware of what
is happening in their counties a place to find
and share legislative information. “We just
want to get the word out there [in a way] that
is student friendly,” said Hernandez. “[It is] not
as intimidating as getting a newsletter from a
senator or representative.”
Students will have the option to opt-in to
the page. Those who do not opt-in will not have
access to the information. The page will also
be beneficial to ASEWU in that it will let the
organization know which students are interested
and want to be involved when it comes to
legislation at Eastern.
Usually when a senate bill or house bill is
presented, it is just the bill number. “We’re
taking those complicated bill numbers and we’re
bringing it to words that we would understand,”

said Hernandez. “We’re doing our research and
our best to help students understand what is
actually going on in the legislative session.”
Student testimonies will also be allowed on
the page. Anna Schilter, ASEWU legislative
liaison, will be able to email students who
are on the page and get their stories if they
are interested in testifying and voicing their

“

We are trying to get as

many students involved

in the legislative session

this year that we can.

Carlos Hernandez |
ASEWU Legislative Affairs Representative
concerns. “It’s a bridge between us and Anna,
who is our representative [in Olympia] right
now,” Hernandez said.
EWU, for example, is asking for $1.3
million of backfill due to the increase in enrollment, whereas other universities, except for
the University of Washington, stayed relatively
the same or had a decrease in attendance based
on the tuition reduction. Hernandez said the
problem is that the big money comes on a
bi-annual year, and this year Washington is in a

Do you have a

BIG IDEA?
Are you ready to start a

BUSINESS?

Enter the Northwest Entrepreneur
Competition and win UP TO $7,500
to turn your idea into a business!
Winners also receive in-kind
awards including legal assistance.

transportation year, which means money is not
being given out. Hernandez said ASEWU wants
this because the representatives and legislators
said they would help with the costs due to
increased attendance.
“We are at a deficit of $1.3 million for the
next fiscal year,” said Hernandez. “We will
survive as a university, but we aren’t going
to have that $1.3 million and we want the
legislators to be able to help us with what
they promised.”
Not only is $1.3 million needed in state
funding, but also a commitment to a tuition freeze.
“It is imperative that the high cost of college
textbooks are reduced, while access and flexibility
to educational materials is increased,” according to
the 2016 ASEWU Legislative Agenda.
“When it comes to educational quality, we
want to make sure that our students are being
advised well — that we are lowering the amount
of years that people are here at Eastern,” said
Hernandez. He said right now students graduate in about five years. “We want to bring it
down to maybe four [or] four-and-a-half so that
our students are not collecting so much debt.”
Another project in the works is the new
science building, which requires $75 million in
order to move forward in the building stage.
“With an estimated 20 percent growth rate
of student enrollment in the STEM related
fields, securing the state funding for the EWU
Science Building is a top priority,” according to

the ASEWU Legislative Agenda. The current
science building does not meet projected capacity needs and violates a variety of accessibility
and safety codes.
Another building project in the works is a
Natural and Environmental Science Testing and
Teaching Center (NESTT). It will be a fully
sustainable eco-friendly building and the first
of its kind at any public university. According
to the 2016 ASEWU Legislative Agenda, the
ASEWU wants the support of the state in
EWU becoming more environmentally friendly
through efforts such as the NESTT Center.
“There [are not] a lot of specifics yet, but it’s in
the preliminary stages,” Hernandez said.
Diversity is another project on the ASEWU
Legislative Agenda for this year. “Just making
sure all of our groups are being represented
well,” Hernandez said.
For students wanting to get involved,
ASEWU has a lobby day where they go to
Olympia and represent Eastern. This is scheduled
for Feb. 11 and 12. “We are going to be wearing
our professional clothes and meet all of the
representatives,” Hernandez said.
If a lot of students are interested in attending,
ASEWU will have to make selections. The selection will be based on students’ answers to a few
questions. Hernandez said they want to make sure
they have a very diverse group of people going.
Students can contact the ASEWU office for
more information.

The Northwest Entrepreneur Competition supports
student-led entrepreneurship by providing a place for
college students in the Inland Northwest to pursue the
entrepreneurial ideas and receive the startup support you
need to turn your idea into a business reality.
Participation is limited to students (as teams or individuals) or
student-led teams.
Deadline to enter the competition is February 12, 2016.
After entering, teams must submit a 2 page executive
summary and idea pitch video by February 19, 2016.
Final Competition Date: April 7, 2016
For more information visit: www.nwentrep.com
The Northwest Entrepreneur Competition is a collaborative event supported by
Eastern Washington University, and Gonzaga University, Spokane Community
College and Whitworth University.
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Eagle Life
To protect the identities of these students, the Easterner decided not to use their legal names

Stresses push students out of drug dealing
Former student dealers talk dangers and positives of selling
		

By Sam Deal and Rosie Perry | for The Easterner

T

here was no peep-hole conversation, no doorchain confirmation, just an unlocked door
and Joe Pesci’s voice chattering away as
“Goodfellas” played on the television.
		
The house looked not unlike many student
homes on a Saturday morning: the previous night’s
Domino’s box still on the counter, a gaggle of shoes
strewn about the entryway, groggy bloodshot eyes
peering up from a hand-me-down sectional couch.
		
This must have been the first visitor of what
		
was sure to be many that day. Sitting down,
details were hashed out after which the man
slowly walked upstairs.
		
Upon returning, he brushed aside the textbook
and the half-empty beer bottles resting on the build-ityourself Wal-Mart coffee table, laying out a digital 		
scale and Mason jar. A few measurements, a bro
hug and it was over. Quick and painless.
		
College is a time of exploration and, for better or
worse, drug use is a part of that. Which, by
association, means drug dealers.
		
These local dealers are often students themselves, a
fact that is lost on many of the clients they sell to.
		
When EWU student “GE” found himself
between jobs, he decided he would do what he
knew: work with weed. “I needed money really fast,”
GE said. “So I sold bud and oil. Occasionally
Adderall, but that was just for friends.”
Once he found a new job, GE said he stopped
selling because it was not worth it, but if it came to it, he
would start again.
“Of course, who wouldn’t want to make $400 in
a day? It is random; it is not consistent. That is not a set
figure. But if somebody is doing very well, especially on
college campuses, it is possible. Say during finals week, with
Adderall, they can make a month and a half salary in that 		
one week,” GE said.
At a collegiate institution, it is hard to not have
a connection to someone who is involved in the drug trade. The
National Survey on Drug Use and Health found in 2014, 60
percent of United States citizens found marijuana fairly or very easy
to obtain; in Washington, that number is much higher with the
legal availability. But as GE pointed out, the legal weed is cut
off from a large portion of the recreational market.
“Illegal sales own the minor market, which is a major
demo graphic in this business. You know, black market dealers
have access to people under 21, which the dispensaries don’t.
Illustration by Marcus Robinette

For a dumb teenager who is making $9.47 an hour and weed
is literally part of their budget, they can’t afford to buy legally
even if they wanted too,” GE said.
It is not a matter of good and evil but rather a part of the
culture of a college campus. The American College Health
Association’s Spring 2015 survey found almost 40 percent of
college students have used marijuana at some point, slightly
lower than GE’s projection that “half of any classroom you
walk into has used.” The Medicine Abuse Project found over
30 percent of college students use prescription stimulants
non-medically, like the Adderall that GE sold.
Students find a variety of reasons to use drugs, but narcotic
use is most prevalent in the 18- to 24-year-old demographic —
the prime college years.
If the reasoning behind drug use varies, so too does the drug
choice. EWU student “TL” formerly sold cocaine at Eastern and
expressed how quickly his trade became overwhelming.
“I actually just kind of started casually selling it, and then
it picked up for a quarter, but I quit because too many people
were asking about it too fast,” TL said. Twenty-four percent of
Americans reported cocaine was fairly or very easy to obtain.
The quick money and appeal of not having to alter one’s
lifestyle draws students to dealing, even if it does mean breaking the law. “It was exciting, too, because it is a really daring
thing,” said TL. “But in the back of your head, you know that
it is really dumb. It is one of those things you know you’re not
supposed to do and that’s what makes it so tempting.”
Both GE and TL understood the risks they were taking by
breaking the law, but GE was much less concerned in his time
as a proprietor.
“I feel like it is a waste of the law’s time to enforce against
marijuana. So I was aware the whole time [of breaking the law]
but never felt concerned,” GE said.
And the money does flow.
“If I stayed in, I could probably, in a two-week time frame,
be able to make about two grand,” TL said.
GE echoed this, claiming he would double his investment
almost immediately and then turn around and double that as fast as
he could. But he pointed out there is a problem having that much
product in your possession.
“[Selling] is fun, but a lot of people I know enjoy ‘get high on
your own supply.’ Basically, ‘Hey I have a lot of crap, maybe I won’t
sell half this time because I want some. Maybe I will just keep it
and go a little crazy,’” GE said.

... Continued on next page
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Visiting writer Lily Hoang reads intimate essay at Auntie’s Bookstore
By Kristi Lucchetta | contributing writer
... Drug Dealing continued from page 9
But where does all that “crap” come from?
How does a regular user come into enough
product to start their own black market?
GE simply requested to buy more
from his supplier at the time.
“It is like a hierarchy, a totem pole.
It goes customer, dealer, distributor,
supplier,” said GE. “Each step through
the [marijuana] is chopped down
from massive bulk. As the drug
trickles down, the money funnels
back up. Each person owes money to
the person above them. The hard part
isn’t getting enough to sell, it is finding
and keeping customers.”
In a market where public advertising
would surely lead to handcuffs and
time behind bars, the biggest
challenge is clear.
“It is easier to lose 10
customers than to gain one.
Because customers will leave for
any reason — they don’t like your
product or you made them mad.
But getting someone in the door
in the first place, that’s hard.
Then you have to get people to
come back,” said GE. “It is so much
easier to lose customers. Like maybe
one day Reggie on the other side
of town is selling eighths for 20, and
they jump on that and then just forget
about you. You know it isn’t personal,
they just forget.”
For these student entrepreneurs, the
pressures of studies, a volatile client base
and the threat of jail time became too
much, and they chose to walk away.
“There is a lot you can lose from
doing something like that,” said TL.
“You put everything on the line just to
make a certain amount of money. After I
reached my quota I just stopped buying
because I knew nothing good could come out
of me continuing.”

Lily Hoang reads from her latest book, “Webcam Sex” | Photo by Kristi Lucchetta

L

Illustration by Marcus Robinette
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ily Hoang, an experimental fiction
writer, read some of her work to a
crowd of about 25 people on Jan. 22
at Auntie’s Bookstore in Spokane.
She started her first reading with what
she called the fun stuff. This included short
stories out of her book, which were “The
Coupon Thief,” “Getting Off,” “The Tarp,”
“The Devil One” and “The Devil Two.”
“She inspires me to write,” Sam Ligon,
head of the EWU Get Lit! Program, said.
In “Missing Oven,” Hoang portrays a
spin on the fairy tale, “Hansel and Gretel,”
with the two trying to figure out how to
cook while stuck in the witch’s house.
These readings in particular brought much
laughter from the crowd.
Hoang then moved onto her fourth
nonfiction book, which she did not release
the title of, that shared some of the most
intimate moments of her past.
This section of the essay included her
emotionally abusive ex-husband Chris and
her cheating ex-boyfriend Harold.
The essay also described her sister’s
struggle with drug abuse, leading to her
death, along with Hoang’s own insecurities
that her past relationships left her with.
Hoang went into detail about her
draining marriage and how she would
grind her teeth every night. “Now I
don’t grind my teeth at night but when
I wake up my jaw is still sore,” Hoang

read out of her newest essay, describing
the lasting effect her ex-husband had
on her life.
These insecurities were also fueled by
her father making comments about her
being overweight.
The essays jumped from tragedy to
what her boss described as self-pity.
“My boss didn’t like my writings,”
said Hoang. “But I figured since they
were winning awards I should stick with
this style.”
While she was writing her essay she
deleted the file five times and finally wrote
something she was confident in.
“I have never been to any of these
visiting writer events before,” EWU senior
Sydney Porter said. “But now that I’ve
heard her talk I want to go to more of
these events and read some of her books.”
Hoang described nonfiction writing as
being more freeing. “There is more room
… I enjoy the real desire for adding in
vulnerability and truth.”
She described how her brain moves
in little pieces, which she said her newest
essay reflects, along with the influence of
fairy tales.
The advice she gave to students was
to play with writing. “Many think that
being miserable makes good art. That is
not true,” said Hoang. “Have fun with
your writing.”

Eagle Life

Suicide Prevention and Awareness week brings 22
boot display to Eastern for the month of January
By Rosie Perry | staff writer

Contributed by the Veteran Vision Project

Contributed by ingeneouspress.com

E

Photo by Melanie Flint

WU Veterans Resource Center (VRC) sponsored
suicide awareness week to raise awareness of the high
number of veterans lost to suicide every day.
The United States loses 22 veterans to suicide every
day across all age groups. This averages out to losing a
veteran approximately every 80 minutes. That number can
be quite shocking when considering the total number of
veterans in the U.S. is less than two percent, according to
VRC Director Dave Millet.
Millet and
Vetcorps Navigator
Angela Sanchez said
they face many challenges in their jobs but
said raising awareness
is their biggest obstacle
to overcome. Sanchez,
in conjunction with several organizations on campus, put together a display in the JFK Library to help with this problem.
This display is known as the 22 boot display and it
represents the 22 lives lost every day. The project is statewide
and will remain at EWU until the end of January.
Millet said the VRC’s main goal is to help veterans
integrate into life as students and provide them with a place

integrate into life as students and provide them with a place
they can go to be with people who know what they are going
through and have been through some of the same things.
According to Millet, veteran students involved in the VRC
graduate at a higher rate than the university average.
Millet and Sanchez both said their jobs are very rewarding. “Hands down, serving veterans is the most rewarding
part of my job,” Sanchez said. Millet agreed with Sanchez
and added how much
he enjoys seeing his
students succeed. “The
best thing is when we
help a student, and
not that we don’t like
David Kerney | student veteran them, but we never see
them again because
they have done really well,” he said.
Sanchez said the most common issue facing the veterans
she serves is integrating into civilian life. This is what the
VRC specializes in helping their students do. Millet said they
do their best to help their students in every way they can. This
ranges from helping them choose a major to helping navigate
the financial aspect of school.

“Having that outreach is very
important.”

EWU is home to a number of veteran students of all ages
who struggle with integrating every day.
EWU junior and veteran David Kerney was in the U.S.
Marines from 2009 to 2013 and completed one deployment to
Afghanistan during his service. Kerney is now in the reserves
and is planning for a career in law enforcement.
He said he feels EWU has been very welcoming and
supportive during his time here. “There really isn’t a bad thing
to say about it,” Kerney said. He said EWU is lucky to have
Sanchez because some colleges do not have a person to help
with outside college issues such as childcare and family support.
“Having that outreach is very important,” Kerney said.
Kerney said being in the military makes people more
competitive than most. He explained how coming to EWU
and not making everything a competition was difficult for
him, as was learning how to deal with people in a civilian way
rather than a militaristic way.
The VRC is located in Showalter Hall 122 and is
open to all students struggling with veteran-related issues.
Students are encouraged to seek guidance in the VRC and
raise awareness of the issues facing veterans. Millet and
Sanchez said they believe this is the first step to reducing the
number of veteran suicides.
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Gamers Club brings students together
A community where students can join to play cards, tabletop and video games
By Jordan Perry | contributing writer

T

he EWU Gamers Club provides students and
community members with an opportunity to
socialize with friends while playing a variety of
video and tabletop games.
The club was founded in 2009 by Nicolas Eggers
and Chris Grimm.
Gamers Club president senior Lorna Harris said the
club started out mostly playing “Magic: the Gathering,”
and it was Egger and Grimm’s idea to begin stocking
“Magic” cards in the EWU Bookstore.
Since the addition of “Magic” cards to the
Bookstore, program coordinator John Austin said he
has seen a lot of growth in the store and the club.
“The Gamers Club is a huge success for the bookstore,”
Austin said.
Harris has been president of the EWU Gamers
Club since 2013 and has tried to grow the club into a
community where anyone can come to play games and
make new friends.
During her time as president, Harris has transformed Friday Night “Magic” to Friday night game
night. The change allows students and community
members to bring any game or games they like to the
event. “We used to only have pre-releases and sometimes
Friday Night ‘Magic,’ if it would happen, but since I
took on the presidency it has been every single Friday
we’ve had our game nights,” Harris said.
Austin said he feels Harris turned the club into
something students and community members can get
passionate about. “The club has grown a lot in the
last few years, and it is because [Harris] has worked
tirelessly,” he said.
Under Harris’ leadership, the club went from
having no professional standing running “Magic” events
to being an advanced-class organizer for Wizards of the
Coast, the company that produces “Magic.”
EWU junior Drew Goodman regularly attends
the club’s Friday game night. Goodman said he enjoys
playing “Warhammer 40,000,” a tabletop war game
played with miniature figures, at the game nights.
Goodman attends the game nights for a variety of
reasons and always enjoys himself. “It helps me socialize
and is a lot of fun,” he said.
In February 2016, the Gamers Club will host its
annual “Game On” event in the PUB MPR. The event
is tentatively scheduled for Feb. 12. For more information about this and other events, visit the EWU Gamers
Club Facebook page.
Goodman and Harris said they would like to see
more people attending Gamers Club events and interacting within the community. “I would like to see a bigger
community of people that accept each other for who they
are,” Harris said.
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Brad Tripp and Jonas Lara play Yu-Gi-Oh! against each other while others observe | Photo by Melanie Flint

Hannah Harrison smiles while looking for a move | Photo by Melanie Flint

Aiden Logan contemplates his next move | Photo by Melanie Flint
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Review

‘Dirty Grandpa’ lives up to its title
By Joe Matthews | staff writer

Resurrect Your Taste Buds
Open Hours

1420 1st St
Cheney, WA
(509) 498-6603
zomjuice.com

10am - 6pm
E-Cigs and E-Liquids

Rarely available awesome
apartments for EWU Students!
Across the street from EWU Campus at 111–119 N. 9th Street.
Fully Furnished, All Utilities Included plus Wifi and Basic Cable,
Off Street Parking, Private suites with private baths and in-bedroom
TV’s furnished. Granite counters and porcelain tile floors.
Individual leases for 10 Months to 2 years.

“The nicest place in Cheney for EWU Students to live”
www.premierstudentliving.com
509-235-1928

Illustration by Rebecca Savinski

W

ith renowned actor Robert de Niro
playing alongside a much more grown up
— compared to “High School Musical” —
version of Zac Efron, “Dirty Grandpa” provides many
laughs, cringes and one-liners equivalent to those from
movies such as “Step Brothers” and “Old School.”
Giving us exactly what the title says, an incredibly dirty grandpa, this movie was meant for those
who can appreciate crudeness to the extreme, sexism,
racism and a bit of men’s genitalia.
Jason Kelly, played by Efron, is a lawyer at his
father’s firm, is getting married in just one week and
his grandmother just passed away.
With so much going on in his life, the last
thing he wants to do is drive his grandpa, who his
relationship with is distant, from Georgia to Florida.
Having had his license taken away, Dick, played by
de Niro, convinces his grandson to drive him.
On the way there Jason and Dick met college
students Lenore, played by Aubrey Plaza, and
Shadia, played by Zoey Deutch, who are on their
way to Daytona for spring break. Lenore, needing
the old-man notch on her belt, picked up on Dick’s
strong desires for grievance sex and the two threw
filthy one-liners back and forth. Wanting to pursue

her, Dick convinced Jason to take a detour down to
Daytona to meet up with them.
Once there, Jason’s faithfulness to his fiancée
and his sanity are pushed to the brink by a girl from
his past, a couple stereotypical frat boy jocks and his
always horny grandpa.
“Dirty Grandpa” lives up to its name for sure.
De Niro and Efron have great chemistry and the
supporting cast around them does a fantastic job.
The one who really stole the show was Plaza.
Probably best known for her role in “Parks and
Recreation,” where she is the always sarcastic
misanthrope, Plaza doesn’t hold anything back for
this film. Whether she is telling Dick some obscene
thing she wants him to do to her or doing drugs
half-naked, encircled by gang members, Plaza lets
out all the stops for this one.
Overall, some may find the movie over the
top when it comes to raunchiness and the amount
of unnecessary F-bombs but really the movie was
quite funny.
It offers up up hilarious sex humor, loads of
drug-using college students and even a couple life
lessons, “Dirty Grandpa” is definitely worth a trip to
the theaters for those who aren’t offended easily.

$9

99*

Haircut
2682 1st St
Cheney, WA
99004
509 559 5505

Regular Haircut: $14
Children 10 years &
Under/Seniors: $11
Expires Feb 27, 2016
Good at Cheney location

Hours
Mon-Fri: 9am - 9pm
Sat: 9am - 6pm
Sun: 9am - 5pm
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Updates on the
PUB renovation
By Erin Rebar | contributing writer

BUSINESS AND HOUSING GUIDE

The Easterner’s annual

Housing & Business Guide
is a first of its kind special
publication that serves as a
direct reference for students
who are continuously
searching for answers to their
next need. This is the chance
for businesses in the Cheney
area to showcase the products
and services that they offer
in a more focused light. The
Housing & Business Guide
will be distributed at arms
reach of 15,000 college
students during the last week
of February.

T

he PUB renovation project is expected to bring big
changes, reshaping some portions of the building and
completely eliminating others.
“Swoops is gone,” said Senior Project Manager Troy Bester,
the man in charge of design and construction for the PUB
renovation project. “Some of the new services incorporated in the
PUB renovation [are a] career services office, student employment
office, Pride Center, multicultural lounge, computer lounge,
updated audio studio, meeting room pre-function spaces, Asian
concept food service, outdoor plaza/event area and commuter
lounge with food service,”
For those who are unaware, the PUB renovation project
has been in the works for quite some time. According to the
EWU website, “In 2014, ASEWU and university leaders
developed a proposal to redesign the Pence Union Building
(PUB) to make it more usable and responsive to the needs of
today’s students.” Currently, the project is “nearing the end
of the construction documentation phase,” said Bester. “The
project will go out to bid at the beginning of April and ground
breaking is anticipated to be at the end of June or early July.”
Currently, the PUB is made up of two separate parts and
finding a way from one area to the other is rather complex.
According to Bester, the new updates will focus on fixing this
issue, melding the whole structure into one cohesive unit, as
well as improving overall efficiency and function.

“

Ground breaking is
anticipated to be at the
end of June or early July.
Troy Bester | project manager

The upper floor will house the multicultural lounge and
Pride Center. A computer lounge and computer lab will also
be added. While the space for the ASEWU office will be
slightly decreased, the Student Clubs and Organizations office
will see a huge increase in space.
The most prevalent addition to the PUB’s second floor will
be its dining options. Baldy’s is not going away, but it will be
improved and expanded. The location will metamorphose into
the Pence Union Market, according to David McKay, director
of Dining Services. The Pence Union Market will be updated
to include seating for up to 500 students and will contain
food options such as deli sandwiches, fresh produce, coffee,
a wood-fire pizza oven and a frozen yogurt bar. The PUB’s
convenience store will also be moved to this location.

...PUB continued on next page
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Dental care for your family
- New patients welcome
- Full service quality dentistry
- Friendly, caring atmosphere
- Prompt emergency care
- Convenient hours
- Botox treatments
- Senior discounts
- Preferred
provider for
most insurance

625 B Street, Cheney
509-235-6137

martinssendds.com

“

Concept art of the new PUB | Illustration contributed by access.ewu.edu

We’ve put in a lot of planning for
services for the students
Dave McKay | Dining Services director

Freshens will be moved to the
second floor of the PUB — where the
computer lounge currently resides — and
will be expanded to include food, coffee
and smoothies as well as a seating area
that will hold up to 70 students. Wok
bowls were mentioned as a possible
menu item.
Downstairs, the area of the
bookstore will be increased. Swoops
will be replaced by a “National Asian
food concept on the first floor of the
PUB,” according to McKay. What
exactly that means, and what vendor
will be making its way onto campus,
is information McKay said he cannot
disclose at this time.
Outside, the bus stop and parking lot
will be converted into a pedestrian traffic
area. The bus stop itself will be relocated
to Elm Street in front of the PUB.
According to Bester, renovations
will occur in two phases. The first
phase of the project will stretch from
July 2016 through July 2017. In this
phase, the older half of the PUB will
be taken offline and blocked off from
student access by a series of temporary
walls and passageways. Baldy’s and the
EWU Bookstore will remain available
to students, as well as any other services
in that general vicinity. The PUB’s
convenience store will be relocated to the

back of Tawanka Hall until construction
on that half is complete.
The second phase of the project will
begin in July 2017 and conclude July
2018, according to Bester. During this
phase, Baldy’s and the bookstore will be
blocked off by the same set of walls and
passageways and the newly completed
section of the PUB will reopen.
The bookstore will be temporarily
relocated so students will still have
access to it during the year. The current
hope is that the PUB will be fully operational by Fall Quarter 2018, according
to Bester.
“We will be working in tight
quarters for a while,” Bester said.
According to McKay, every effort will
be made to make sure the transition
runs as smoothly for students as
possible. Tawanka Hall will be opened
up as a common area in which students
can congregate in place of the PUB.
Televisions will be added to Tawanka,
as well as other things necessary for
student comfort.
“Campus will look different,” said
McKay, referring to the return of
students for the 2016 Fall Quarter.
“The important thing is we’ve put in
a lot of planning for services for the
students and it’s really about what the
students want.”

Discover the family and
graduate apartment
community of

Eastern Washington
University!

Apartments for

Graduate Students
Married Couples
Family Students

Unit Features

6 MG Internet
Expanded Basic Cable
Accepting Financial Aid

1/2/3 Bedroom Units

$390-$670
509.359.2452
124 Tawanka Hall

University Apartments
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The Bartlett, putting music first
Spokane venue and bar provides intimate setting for all-ages shows
By Ivy Nall | eagle life editor

The stage and dance floor at The Bartlett | Contributed by The Bartlett

B

lack curtains, brick walls, a wooden
bar top and low lighting — The Bartlett
is simple yet classy. Another sold-out concert on Jan. 22 had over 150 occupants raging in
the standing-room-only music venue.
The Bartlett opened its doors two years ago
and has brought in electric crowds, such as the
one from Friday night, ever since.
The Bartlett is different from other live
music bars in Spokane since it focuses on being
a concert venue more than a bar. Where most
bars in Spokane are first and foremost bars with
a stage, The Bartlett’s focal point is the stage
and the artists, according to co-owner Karli
Ingersoll.
“The overall goal was to create a high-quality
performance space for concerts and arts events
to enliven the local music scene,” said Karli
Ingersoll. “Also, to give a platform to new artists
from here and all over country.”
The Bartlett caters to the indie genre of music
and is open to all ages, unless otherwise specified.
Students who enjoy bands like The Head and The
Heart, Beach House or Arcade Fire will always
find something to enjoy at this venue.
“The Bartlett is absolutely my favorite music
place in Spokane,” EWU sophomore Emily Press
said. “I love how it has a bar for my friends who
are already 21, but I can still go even though I’m
only 20.”

The Bartlett provides a full bar for patrons | Contributed by The Bartlett
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Not only is the Bartlett a perfect space to
see a favorite band, but it is also the perfect
place to find out about new and upcoming
artists. The sound is utterly amazing; the
room is undemanding and has a great mood
that does not distract from what is happening
on stage. Guests clearly attend to fixate on the
musicians performing.
“I love music, so being able to constantly
be seeing amazing artists perform is the best
feeling,” said Karli Ingersoll. “I also love how
much I’ve seen it encourage and inspire local
musicians; it’s a really spectacular feeling
knowing I had something to do with that.”
Caleb Ingersoll, co-owner and Karli’s husband,
does all the booking for the venue. Caleb Ingersoll
works with booking agents from all over the
country who request to have their artists play at
The Bartlett. He then decides whether or not the
artists would be a good fit to perform.
Along with various selected artists, The
Bartlett holds an open mic night at least once
a month, in hopes of finding new local talent.
The Bartlett’s next show features bands Mama
Doll and Moorea Masa, who will perform on
Jan 29.
With a professional sound system, large
stage, and a great aesthetic vibe, The Bartlett is
Spokane’s most exclusive and intimate, all ages
music venue.

Opinion
Legal marijuana still finding its way
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O

n July
8, 2014,
recreational marijuana sales
became legal in
Washington state
in accordance with Initiative 502.
Along with Colorado, this was the
first statewide legalization of marijuana. Alaska and Oregon have
followed suit in subsequent years.
On the federal level, however,
pot is still illegal, which complicates its true legality in these
states. This became a complication
in my life earlier this month when
I was required to take a drug test.
Drug use is not a major component of my life and abstaining
from getting stoned for a few

weeks in order to get a job was
not a terribly difficult task. But I
should not have to when living in
a state with legal recreational use.
If weed is legalized then why
am I being tested for it?
This new industry is taxed
by the state and regulated by the
Washington State Liquor and
Cannabis Control Board, much
the way alcohol is. But the stigma
and standards that run the marijuana business are very different.
When I took that drug test I
could have had a drink and smoked a
cigarette before walking in the door,
and that would not have registered
a result that would prevent me from
garnering a job. At the very least,
both of those intoxicants are just as
detrimental to my health as cannabis.

Not to mention regulated and
taxed by the same institutions.
These discrepancies become
evident when signing lease agreements and taking drug tests, as well
as in the lack of designated public
areas for marijuana consumption.
The supremacy clause of the
constitution grants federal law
precedent over state law, which is
part of the reason for the complications with I-502. Most employment
institutions and leasing agencies
prefer to adhere to the federal
statute in order to cover their own
asses. Expecting these institutions
to disregard the supremacy clause
and adhere only to state regulation
is sadly unrealistic.
But the people of this state
have followed the system as it

was designed to operate and they
should not be fearful of losing
their jobs or homes because of
federal intervention.
The final discrepancy I mention
is that of pot use in the general
public. In order for legality to
remain it is important to follow the
standards that prevent minors easy
access to weed. With that being said,
there needs to be places in public,
much like a bar, where recreational
marijuana use is permitted.
Sure, marijuana is legal on
paper in Washington, but for
cannabis to truly be legal it needs
to be treated similarly to alcohol
in order to clear up much of the
confusion and frustration over
this newly-legal industry.

Opinion articles and letters
to the editor do not necessarily
reflect the views and opinions
of The Easterner, its staff
members or Eastern Washinvgton University.
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Mothers breastfeeding in public
deserve respect, not repulsion
By Joe Matthews | staff writer

“W

ould you
mind doing
that in
the bathroom?”
I have heard of people
making this request, but
never actually witnessed it
until last week. An apparently new mother was
breastfeeding her child in the café I was in and
another woman had the nerve to ask her that
question. Whether repulsed by her ignorance
or just completely embarrassed by the awkward
situation, the mother left immediately. She, like
many mothers, fell victim to this ridiculous
suggestion that breastfeeding in public is taboo.
“Women were blessed with the ability to
produce food for their children. It’s a miracle in
itself that one’s body is able to make a necessity
for survival on its own,” EWU sophomore
Charlotte Peters said.
She is right, it is a miracle and it shouldn’t
be hidden. With breastfeeding being one of the
most natural things parents can do for their
child, and with nearly 80 percent of mothers
breastfeeding nationwide as of 2014 according to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Breastfeeding Report Card, it is time for some
people to stop being immature and just not
worry about it.
The reasons some people feel so obligated to pick on breastfeeding mothers vary
from it being called indecent exposure and
breastfeeding being sexualized to people not
wanting to expose their children to human
breasts to people who think it is immoral. But
there is nothing indecent about it, and the
immorality really comes from those wanting
to punish mothers for something that comes
naturally to them.
Think about it: By asking a breastfeeding
mother to go into the bathroom people are
essentially asking her to put her child’s life in
danger. Infants’ immune systems aren’t fully
developed, and by making them go to one of the
most germ-ridden rooms to feed the chances of
illness increase drastically. Not only that, but it
is dehumanizing both the mother and her child
by saying the child shouldn’t be allowed to feed
in public.
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Illustration by Rebecca Savinski
“Having to feed my child in a public
bathroom would be humiliating,” said EWU
senior Cory Stone. “The focus should be on
the well-being of my child, not on what makes
others comfortable.”
Not only is asking the mother to leave the
room incredibly offensive, but asking her to
cover up can be as well. There are also difficulties new mothers might face. Getting a newborn
to latch can be a stressful challenge, among
other physical difficulties. But whether it’s not
being able to balance a blanket over her shoulder
and feed simultaneously, or just not being fully
comfortable feeding her child yet, it’s inconsiderate of anyone to put that extra stress on her.
I’m sure some individuals may be thinking,
“Why can’t she just use a breast pump?” But
think about what you’re asking her to do.
First, she has to either skip one feeding
session so she can pump or pump consistently
enough to where she is producing enough to
pump outside of feeding. Then she needs to

be able to keep the milk cold while she is out.
When she has to feed, she better hope there
is a heating apparatus nearby to warm up
the milk. And since she is using the pumped
milk she might have to deal with leakage or
discomfort from her full breasts due to her baby
not feeding from them. Requiring women to
go through this when they are able to carry the
milk in their body makes no sense.
Now, for those who think it is indecent
exposure to breastfeed in public: grow up. You
can’t put a woman breastfeeding and a man
flashing his genitals at someone on the same
level. By putting those in the same category it is
implied that breastfeeding is sexual when it in
no way is. Maybe a little bit of nipple is visible,
but men have nipples too. And if someone really
is finding sexual gratification from a breastfeeding child, they should be the ones being
shunned, not the mother.
I know some parents really are against their
children being exposed to adult nudity and that

is understandable. But considering the extent of
ways in which a child could come across nudity,
wouldn’t it be preferable that it happen in the
most natural situation?
Breastfeeding in public needs to stop
making people so uncomfortable. There is
nothing offensive about it and there is no way it
could be considered indecent. You can’t control
when a child gets hungry and, having to already
deal with the stress of a baby, you can’t ask all
mothers to pump.
Breastfeeding is completely natural and
instead of insulting women who choose to do
it in public, we should be congratulating them
on the new life they brought into the world
and appreciating the fact that they are able to
support it.
As a society we are all responsible to make
sure new mothers feel comfortable sustaining
their baby’s life and that means letting them
feed, harassment-free, whenever and wherever
they may be hungry.

Opinion

Freedom Kids perpetuate nauseating nationalist rhetoric
By Sam Deal | opinion editor

I

remember the first
time I felt the symptoms of airsickness
well up inside me: My skin
growing pale and the nausea of my stomach rolling
as I reached for the airline
barf bag. The baffled feeling afterward, trying to figure out what just happened.
Don’t worry; I’ve long since conquered
my motion sickness, but that queasy feeling
made a reappearance this week, and it sounded
something like this: “Deal from strength or get
crushed every time.”
In case you haven’t heard the Freedom
Kids sing and frolic to the “Trump Jam”
please, please grab your Vomibag and
look up the video. As painful as it is for
me to send prospective voters to a Donald
Trump promotion, every single voting-eligible citizen needs to see this video to

understand the freak show the 2016 GOP
has become.
Trump debuted the trio of singing and
dancing girls as his introduction to a campaign rally in Pensacola, Florida, on Jan. 13.
As easy as it is to
throw out the Hitler
and Kim Jung-Un
comparisons, I can’t
bring myself to do
that. Maybe it is my
stubbornness in still
believing that there
is absolutely no way in hell that man is a
legitimate presidential candidate. Perhaps it
is because those comparisons are based on an
irrational fear that our government will turn
into a fascist dictatorship.
Far more concerning than Trump
himself is his campaign platform. Using
the anger and constructed fears of the

“

American people, he has ridden a nationalist wave of momentum far longer than
anyone expected.
His hostility and racism read the textbook
definition of ultra-nationalism, and the Freedom

If fanatic absolutes are what we want

in a president, is freedom actually free?

Sam Deal | opinion editor
Kids were the latest example of this fanaticism.
If we choose to ignore history, maybe these
extreme ideals are exactly what America
needs — to be great again.
Fortunately, far too many nationalist
societies have shown this is not a healthy
premise for governing. 1930s Germany is the
first example that comes to mind, but we don’t

even need to go back that far. The most recent
nationalist surge in American history is a
perfect example.
Where are the refugees Trump has
condemned and stated we would reject in
his presidency from? Where are the terrorists who are supposedly threatening our
freedom from? And where did an American
soldier die earlier this month in a war that
was declared to be over?
The two countries we invaded post-9/11,
that’s where. And if anyone says that either
of those endeavors were a success, they are
full of it.
The embrace of Trump’s campaign is a scary
sight for this country. The use of these young
girls is despicable but not unprecedented.
The “Trump Jam” stresses not being
apologetic for our freedoms. But if fanatic
absolutes are what we want in a president, is freedom actually free?
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Sports
Women’s basketball has successful run in Montana
By Grace Pohl | staff writer

Tisha Phillips charges past Montana defense | Photo by Karissa Berg

E

WU women’s basketball reigned first place in the Big
Sky Conference after beating Montana State University, 81-69, and remained in the top spot with a win
over University of Montana, 67-65. The Eagles improved to
7-0 in conference and 13-6 overall.
Eastern was in control for the majority of the basketball
game against the former No. 1, and 6-0 Montana State. They
went into halftime up by 2 points and did not let up going
into the second half of the game.
The Eagles turned the ball over 12 times, and MSU
turned the ball over 13 times. Eastern dominated in total
rebounds with 38 total and 14 of them on offense. EWU shot
50 percent from the field and behind the 3-point arc.
Guard Hayley Hodgins was the star of the game, leading
the team in scoring with 34 points, a new career high.
Hodgins also increased her double-digit scoring streak to 34
games. She is 176 points behind Eastern’s all-time NCAA
Division I lead scorer and would need to average 13.5 points
in all remaining games to be able to break the record.
Guard Tisha Phillips and forward Delaney Hodgins both
added to the scoring effort with 13 points and five rebounds each.
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“Montana State is
a really good team. We
made a lot of shots and
that helped. We played
really, really hard and were
brought into the game plan.
I think we’re clicking now
offensively,” said head coach Wendy Schuller to goeags.
com. “It’s fun to coach this team. I told them, ‘When
you play as hard as we just played, you’re going to have
great results.’”
The next obstacle was against the University of
Montana, when the Eagles were trailing for most of the
game. UM led for 32:37 of the game while EWU led for
4:02. The Eagles went into halftime down by one point,
and trailed as many as 14 points in the second half.
EWU scored 12 points off 11 turnovers while the
Grizzlies scored 15 points off 13 turnovers. UM also
dominated in rebounds with a total of 38, including 14
offensive rebounds. EWU had 29 rebounds and five of
them were offensive.

When you play as hard as we just played,
you’re going to have great results
Wendy Schuller | head coach
Both Hayley and Delaney Hodgins took control of the
game. Hayley Hodgins racked up 26 points while Delaney
Hodgins scored 21, helping contribute to the 13 lead
changes in the game.
Even though the Grizzlies won the rebounding
battle and letd for a majority of the game, the Eagles
battled back. With less than 20 seconds left and the
game tied, Delaney Hodgins made the game-winning
shot with 0.9 seconds left after rebounding a missed
shot from Hayley Hodgins.
The Eagles will go on to play at Portland State
University on Jan. 28 to defend their No. 1 spot atop
the conference.

Sports

Men’s tennis starts strong in quest to build off successful 2015 season
By Brandon Cline | sports editor

A

Junior Luke Ness tosses up a serve | Photo by Melanie Flint

fter ending the 2015 conference
season winning three out of its last
four matches, the EWU men’s
tennis team started 2016 downing the Seattle Redhawks and the Whitworth Pirates
in a pair of home matches on Jan. 23.
In their first match since the
beginning of November 2015, the Eagles
came out swinging against Whitworth,
winning two of the three doubles
matches to earn the ever-important
doubles point. Junior Robert Dula
partnered with freshman Victor Pereira
in the first doubles slot, coasting past
the Pirates’ first doubles team, 6-1.
Sophomore Vuk Vuckovic and junior
Wacil Bendjelti, EWU’s second doubles
team, dispatched Whitworth’s second
doubles team, 6-2. The Pirates denied
being swept, as their third doubles team
grinded out a tough 7-6 (7-5) set win over
the team of senior Eduardo Bringold and
junior Luke Ness.
With the doubles point already in
hand, the Eagles breezed past the Pirates
in the six singles matches, dropping 16
games in 12 sets. Dula, slotted in the first

singles position where he went 9-10 last
season, breezed past Whitworth’s Drew
Brigham, 6-0, 6-0.
Pereira, a freshman who hails
from São Paulo, Brazil, handled Blake
Miller in the second singles match,
6-2, 6-2. Bringold and Whitworth’s
Layne Ryerson played the tightest
singles match of the day in the third
slot, with Bringold edging out Ryerson
in straight sets, 6-3, 6-4.
Vuckovic and Bendjelti recorded comfortable straight set wins in the fourth
and fifth singles positions, while redshirt
junior Rendell Burghart did not drop a
game in the sixth singles spot.
The Eagles would face stiffer competition in their second match of the day, but
again clinched the doubles point after all
three doubles teams won their matches
over Seattle. Dula and Pereira played
sharp – dispatching the Redhawks’ first
doubles team, 6-1. The Eagles’ two other
doubles teams both won their sets, 6-4.
The doubles point would prove
critical, as the Eagles and Redhawks split
the six singles matches. Dula took care of

business in the first singles slot, winning,
6-0, 6-1, and losing just one game in
four sets on the singles side. Pereira won
the first set, 6-1, against Seattle’s John
Stormans, but dropped the final two sets,
6-3 and 6-0, to lose the match.
“We lost full momentum,” said head
coach Steve Clark to goeags.com regarding
Pereira’s match. Bringold and Vuckovic
won their matches without much trouble
in straight sets, ensuring the Eagles 4
points and a victory for a 2-0 start to the
season. Bendjelti and Burghart both lost in
straight, albeit competitive, sets in the fifth
and sixth singles spots.
“It was great to get off to a 2-0 start
but as I have said over the years, the
process is more important than the result
so I was more pleased with how we
made improvements in various areas and
particularly from one match to the next
on the same day,” Clark said.
The Eagles make a quick trip to
Spokane on Jan. 27 to match up against
Gonzaga University at 3 p.m. EWU also
hosts UC Riverside on Jan. 30 at 10 a.m.
in the Jim Thorpe Fieldhouse.

Voice of the Eagles awarded Top Broadcaster honor for second consecutive year
By Terry Vent | contributing writer

L

arry Weir was named Washington’s Top Broadcaster by the National Sportscasters and Sportswriters Association (NSSA) for the second
consecutive year, becoming only the second broadcaster from the east side of the state to win twice.
“It’s a great honor to win this award because it’s
chosen by peers in the industry,” said Weir. “Just to get
nominated ... is a big deal ... to win is surreal.”
The NSSA, based in Salisbury, North Carolina, holds
elections annually for the top sportswriter and sportscaster
in each state and the District of Columbia – except for
Alaska, which has no NSSA membership – as well as
choosing a national winner from each category.
Weir joins Bud Namek, who won the award in 1994
and 2008, as the only eastern Washington broadcasters to
win the award twice. Frank Herron, who was selected in
1959, is the only other eastern Washington winner. Bob
Robertson, Weir’s childhood hero, holds the state record
with 12 awards while Bob Rondeau, this year’s runner-up,
has won the award 10 times.
EWU football color commentator Paul Sorensen, who
brought Weir to EWU in 1991, saluted his booth partner

and friend of nearly 30 years. “Larry is a Hall of Fame
talent without question,” he said. “And as loyal as the day
is long.”
Sports Information Director David Cook expressed
similar sentiments. “[Weir] has put his heart and
soul into the job for 25 years,” he said. “I’ve seen
other schools have broadcasters come and go, but
we’re in the envious position to have the same
person with the headset on for most of our history
as a Division I member.”
Weir also broadcasts the Indoor Football League’s
Spokane Empire and the Greater Spokane League
(GSL) radio broadcasts through Vision Marketing. His
EWU broadcasts can be heard locally over 700 AM
ESPN radio, online at www.700espn.com and through
mobile ESPN phone apps.
“I’m totally thrilled for [Weir] to be recognized by
his peers,” said Cook. “We couldn’t have asked for a
better voice of the Eagles than [him].”
Sorensen agreed. “I am so proud of [Weir},” he
said. “The voters understood the cross he had to bear
working with such a goofball on football Saturdays.”

Larry Weir sits in the booth preparing | contibuted by EWU Sports Information
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Sports

Eagles fall to Bobcats, Grizzlies
By Riley Baker | staff writer

T

he Eagles traveled over
the weekend to take on
Montana State University
and the University of Montana.
On Jan. 21, EWU played
MSU after three wins in a row
at home. But its troubles on the
road continued as it went into the
half down, 38-30. Their largest
lead came 11 minutes into the
first half when they led by 6.
In the first half, the Eagles
shot at a 37 percent mark from
the field and 31 percent from the
3-point line. Forward Bogdan
Bliznyuk led the way with 15
points in the half coming off his
triple-double performance. MSU
shot at a 43 percent mark from
the field and 53 percent from
the arc.
Not much changed in the
second half as the Eagles continued to struggle with their shooting
at a 46 percent mark from the
field and 25 percent from the arc
in tthe final 20 minutes.
MSU led by as much as 16
late in the second half, shooting
at a 43 percent from the field
and 48 percent from the 3-point
line before taking the game,
85-71. The Bobcats were 50
percent from the arc, going 11-22
in the game.
Bliznyuk had a great game,
collecting a double-double with 22
points and 13 rebounds.
Forward Venky Jois scored 11
points and had six rebounds along
with three blocked shots.

Guard Austin McBroom had
19 points, only making one of eight
3-point shots.
On Jan. 23 the Eagles took
on the Grizzlies. This one was
a battle all the way to the end
between the two rivals.
Both teams came out hot as
they went back and forth to go
into the half, 32-28. McBroom
had 9 points in the half and
Bliznyuk had 6 as the Eagles shot
at a 41 percent from the field and
20 percent from the arc as a team.
The second half was just
as close as the first. With 4:23
left in the game, the score was
tied at 63 when the Eagles
went scoreless for almost three
minutes. They went on to fall to
the Grizzlies 74-69.
EWU finished with a 54
percent mark from the field and
40 percent from the 3-point line.
Jois had 20 points and
10 assists for his 31st career
double-double. He now has 1,569
career points, good for second on
the school’s all-time list.
McBroom had 22 points and
guard Julian Harrell had 12.
Bliznyuk had 8 points and
three steals before fouling out of
the game with 9:09 left to play.
The Eagles went into these
games with an overall record of
9-8 and 3-2 in the Big Sky and
are now 9-10 overall and 3-4 in
conference play. They will return
home to take on Portland State
on Jan. 28 at 6:05 p.m.
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Clockwise from left: Felix Von Hofe, Bogdan Bliznyuk, Austin
McBroom| Photos by Melanie Flint

Sports

EWU graduate, former football player returns as coach
By Riley Baker | staff writer

H

ead coach Beau Baldwin announced on Jan. 14 the
team has hired EWU alum Eti Ena as the new defensive front coordinator and defensive end coach.
Ryan Sawyer resigned as the defensive
line coach to pursue other opportunities
and assistant Brian Strandley will continue as the defensive line coach.
Ena previously coached at the University
of Idaho as the defensive line coach from
2009 to 2012. He was also the defensive line
coach for Cal Poly State University from 2013
Eti Ena
to 2015.
He coached at Shelton High School from 1997 to 1998 as an
assistant coach. At Eastern Oregon University Ena served as the
defensive coordinator from 2006 to 2007, and as the assistant
head coach and recruiting coordinator in 2008.

Ena’s playing career started as a linebacker at
Inchelium High School where he graduated in 1992.
He later played at Walla Walla Community College and
transferred to EWU but ended his career before his junior
year due to a shoulder injury.
Ena attended EWU and graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in physical education in 2005. He also served as
a student assistant for the team from 2003 to 2005 under
then head coach Paul Wulff.
Baldwin was the offensive coordinator and quarterback
coach for those three years Ena was with the team.
“We’re fortunate to be able to hire somebody who has
such great coaching experience and success working at
different universities on the West Coast,” said Baldwin.
“Not only is he experienced coaching defensive linemen,
but he’s also coached linebackers and has experience as

a coordinator. He brings a wealth of knowledge to our
program and will help greatly in our future growth.”
Ena said he is excited for the new opportunities that lie
ahead in his second stint with the Eagles coaching staff.
“I’m very excited to be around this place but more
importantly these people, as these people are what makes
this place special, and I am very proud to be a part of
that at my alma mater,” said Ena. “I believe that being
at different places and around other great coaches and
players has helped me develop as a coach. Being around
different ideas and seeing the way other programs were
run in terms of success or otherwise. I believe being
other places helped me to diversify as a person and a
coach which makes you better in this profession. I’m
very excited about the opportunity to join a great athletics program at an exciting time.”

COLUMN

Manning may play final game in 2016 Super Bowl
By Grace Pohl | staff writer

Q

uarterback Peyton Manning did what
people thought was
impossible in this
stage of his career
and is now advancing to the
2016 Super Bowl.
The Denver Broncos’
quarterback came off
a six-week injury from
Peyton Manning
a torn plantar fascia in
week 16 of the regular NFL season to
help advance his team to the playoffs
as the No. 1 seed in the AFC. Now
after a victory against the Pittsburgh
Steelers and another match-up against
quarterback Tom Brady, the sheriff is
back to fight for a Lombardi trophy in

sunny Santa Clara, California, on Feb. 7
against the Carolina Panthers.
The last time Manning faced the Carolina
Panthers was in 2012; it was his first season
with Denver after returning from his neck
injury. Denver won, 36-14, over the Panthers,
but both teams have undergone changes since
then, with the Panthers’ quarterback Cam
Newton in the running for the league’s MVP
this year and the Broncos No. 1 defense.
The Manning vs Brady match-up was the
fifth time they met for the AFC Championship
and was quite possibly the most talked about
match-up in the NFL today. NFL experts have
speculated and assumed this was the last matchup we would ever see of the two quarterbacks
with retirement on Manning’s horizon. After

the win on Sunday, Manning is now 3-2 against
Brady in the playoffs.
“No question, this is a sweet day; this was
a sweet victory,” said Peyton Manning at his
press conference after the 20-18 win over New
England. “To me, this victory is a great example
of what this entire season has been like. It
hasn’t been easy.”
Manning will be the oldest quarterback,
at age 39, in NFL history to play in the Super
Bowl. The current record holder is John Elway,
who played in the 1999 Super Bowl at age 38
and now owns the Denver Broncos.
This will be the fourth time Manning is
going to the Super Bowl with four different
coaches and the second time to take Denver in
the last three years. He is the only quarterback

to take multiple teams to multiple Super Bowls.
His previous Super Bowl win was in 2006
against the Chicago Bears to bring the trophy
back to Indianapolis.
NFL experts and fans counted Peyton
Manning out after his four neck surgeries sat
him out a whole season when he played for the
Colts. Now the five-time MVP player has set
almost all possible records and is returning to
America’s biggest game for the second time after
his injury to keep his doubters quiet.
This game could be the last for the veteran
quarterback before he rides off into the sunset
of retirement, but Peyton Manning will be done
with football when he is ready to be done. The
real question is: Will the NFL be ready to say
goodbye to Manning when he is done?
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